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Namaste (Hello),
We are 3iwebexperts,
we help businesses grow by serving 
our expertise.

WHO
3iwebexperts is a boutique creative web company in 
India with focus on creative technology & e-Commerce. 

We help brands create amazing assets and 
provide the distribution platforms to tell their 
story and engage with their customers. 

Some of our core services include
Shopify Apps & Theme Solutions, Website 
Development, Web Design, e-Commerce,
Magento, WordPress. 

We partner with clients in various 
industries such as fashion, luxury, 
finance, food & beverage, lifestyle, 
technology and entertainment.
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Our Workflow is we design client’s requirement graphically and 
repare mockup and give clients choices, and show them our portfolio 

and then we decide best suitable platform for client's website, then we 
prepare HTML version & integrate to the selected platform. And then we 

test website in multiple browsers and mobile devices & prepare 
documents and videos about to maintain website pages and content. 

This way we provide the best quality work for our client.

We completed 450+ websites in different domain & a maximum 
of them were custom theme websites. We provide maximum 

options to manage theme and at the end of work. 
Our work is always dynamic and SEO friendly,

we use to make a website lightweight and check them 
on GTMetrix about SEO and speed ranks.

We believe in quality and our commitments. 
We always try to complete our work before the 
deadline and while we quote for a website we 
check all requirements and calculate the time 

to accomplish the work with testing.

This is a manner of we work.
Web Development is not just a business for us,
it is a passion for us and we play with our work.
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WEBSITE DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT

3iwebexperts designs sites to enhance functionality, improve user 
experience & capitalize on up-sell opportunities. We do this by
designing easy-to-navigate, conversion-oriented sites. We make them 
look good. B’cause, in e-Commerce, first impressions really do matter.

RESPONSIVE WEB DESIGN
Your website will be displayed flawlessly on multiple platforms
& devices. You will not need a separate website for mobile 
users.

PSD to HTML
We convert your designs to high quality 
HTML5 + CSS3/XHTML coded along with 
JavaScript by the best front-end developers.

BACK-END DEVELOPMENT
3iwebexperts offering top quality web
development services in PHP & Python.
dynamic and robust web solutions have 
been developed in accordance to the client 
and their requirements by our professional 
developers. PHP is described as a server-side 
scripting language, mostly used for creating 
dynamic web pages.
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E-COMMERCE

3iwebexperts as a leading e-Commerce application development 
company in India is counted for its capability to deliver e-Commerce  

development service for all kinds of business requirements

Shopify is a website founded e-Commerce application allowing 
simplicity and effective management system with online shops,

ideal for those with a small to mid-sized business. And our 
capabilities to create you a sensational & responsive e-Commerce 

website for you. Our expertise in Custom Theme Development, 
Theme Customization, App Development & listed on

Shopify Partner Program. And now
we are also listed in the Shopify Experts panel with the

best packages of our services.

Magento is considered to be the best option
when it comes to taking your business to the

next stage. It comes with a huge variety
of tools for the best outcome for your website.

It can also be integrated with WordPress to offer
a strong interface. We are experts when it comes

to Magento Development, 3iwebexperts
offering you Magento1 & 2 Theme Development,

Extensions Making, Customization and
Website Re-Design at an affordable price!
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WOOCOMMERCE is an e-Commerce plugin for WordPress.
It makes creating and managing an online store simple, with 
reasonable levels of flexibility and several vital features such as 
Inventory and Tax Management, Secure Payments and Shipping 
Integration. With our WordPress e-Commerce web services,
you are guaranteed a website which is not only easy to manage for 
the website owner, but also intuitive for the customers to ensure 
they’ll return! If your company sells any type of product, being 
physical, a service, or virtual, a WordPress e-Commerce website 
may just be what you’re after. We offer WordPress total solution at 
ourend, we make complete custom website using
WooCommerce, Theme Development, Plugin Development
and Customization, Website Re-Design and
Other Customizations Work.

OPENCART developers services allow custom
web design services to ensure your online store 
is completely professional, to a high standard 
quality, allowing customers to easily have the 
capabilities to select a product, adding the 
product to the cart, and many other 
professionally built aptitudes to ensure you 
will have resultant long lasting customers. 
It is no wonder why OpenCart is becoming 
one of the leading technologies with all of 
the innovative features.
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MVC PHP Frameworks

LARAVEL is is an open-source MVC PHP web framework with 
expressive, elegant syntax which is designed for developers who 

need a simple and elegant toolkit to create full-featured Laravel Web 
Application. 3iwebexperts provide strong laravel support in laravel 
based web applications and shopify 3rd party applications. We offer 

dedicated laravel developers to our client for regular work. And here 
our strong commitment for best quality and support. Our develpment 

team has experts skills in laravel libraries and they are able to 
deal with heavy code. We offer Code Customizations, 

App Development, Library Coding, Custom API etc.

CODEIGNITER is a PHP MVC framework
 for developing applications rapidly.

CodeIgniter provides out of the box libraries for
connecting to the database and performing

various operations. Like Sending Emails,
Uploading Files, Managing Sessions, etc.

We have selectively used our developers to build
websites on CodeIgniter by combining best

of their skills and experience. We have utilized
the technology proponents provided by

CodeIgniter in developing various applications
for large and small businesses.
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ANDROID APP DEVELOPMENT

3iwebexperts tried to work on today’s “in demand” platforms and 
THE ANDROID PLATFORM is the most “in Demand” considering 
the increasing number of people using these devices today. We have 
the expertise of seasoned Android Developers to develop enriching 
ANDROID APPLICATIONS to match your business requirements.

We design and develop robust and secure apps for entertainment, 
e-Commerce, Travel, and more verticals to serve as the best 
marketing tool.

IOS APP DEVELOPMENT

Engage expert IOS APP DEVELOPERS to 
create advanced apps that are capable of 
reaching your global customers. Our expert 
developer team utilizes the latest software, 
advanced app capabilities, beta testing tools, 
and app analytics to render the most 
impactful app solutions.

We provide custom based IOS APP 
DEVELOPMENT SERVICES for iPhone and
iPads and change the way people use the 
technology.
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SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMIZATION (SEO)

As a SEO agency, we have invested lot of time and money to research 
on search engine algorithm and continue this work in this ever 

changing area to ensure each page of your web site makes full use of 
its potential to gain you extra business. By hiring us as your SEO 

Company you can be relaxed of the regular SEO updates to be done 
on the on page optimization factors as well as off page optimization 

factors. We carry a result driven approach in order to achieve Top 
Search Engine ranking for your firms/companies website. Our

technical expertise & Search Engine Optimization (SEO) experience 
helps us to ensure good results for all our SEO campaigns.

SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING

By using social media strategies and implementing 
procedures based on the results of extensive 

analysis, study of social media trends, 
and application of specifics unique to your 

company, we are confident in delivering 
effective results within your social media 

channels. We will utilize social channels to 
connect with your follower base, and engage 

them with promotions to get them excited about 
both current events, and the brand itself. These 

campaigns can last as short as a day.
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HIRE US

As the internet expands, there is an increasing amount of website
users all around the world. It is becoming a necessity to many 
business who rely on the ease of use & afford ability to have a 
website developed in a matter of minutes with little to no cost & 
thousands of themes to choose from.

OUR DEVELOPERS POSSESS THE FOLLOWING SKILLS

Theme Creation & Configuration in WordPress, Shopify,
Magento. Plug-in/App/Extension Development &
Customization. Website speed optimization & quality
testing. Hiring a developers on a monthly basis can
be very beneficial. If you are a web development
company using technologies we serve for design
& development of websites and are in need 
of experienced staff to provide quality and 
timely services to your customers. Then hiring 
WordPress developer at 3iwebexperts 
will keep your development cost low 
resulting in winning the bid from your 
competitors. We provide dedicated
160 hours/month. Excellent Communication
skills. Please visit website for more details.
www.3iwebexperts.com



CONTACT US
      www.3iwebexperts.com

      info@3iwebexperts.com

      +91 96649 70476

      A1A2/319-320, JOYOS Hubtown,
      Near Modhera Circle, Mehsana-384002
      Gujarat, India

      info@3iwebexperts.com
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